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An abundanceofastrophysicalevidenceindicatesthatthebulk ofm atterin theuniverseism adeup ofm assive,electrically
neutralparticlesthatform the dark m atter(D M ).W hile the density ofD M hasbeen precisely m easured,the identity ofthe
D M particle (orparticles)isa com plete m ystery. In fact,within the lawsofphysicsaswe know them (the Standard M odel,
or SM ),none ofthe particles have the right properties to m ake up D M .Rem arkably,m any new physics extensions ofthe
SM { designed to addresstheoreticalissueswith the electroweak sym m etry breaking sector{ require the introduction ofnew
particles,som e ofwhich are excellentD M candidates.Asthe LHC era begins,there are high hopesthatD M particles,along
with theirassociated new m atterstates,willbeproduced in pp collisions.W ediscusshow LHC experim ents,along with other
D M searches,m ay serveto determ inetheidentity ofD M particlesand elucidatetheassociated physics.M ostofourdiscussion
centersaround theorieswith weak-scale supersym m etry,and allowsforseveraldierentD M candidate particles.
1. Introduction
The LHC program hasbeen described asthe great-
est experim ent ever to be m ounted in physics. Cer-
tainly this seem s to be true on m any dierent levels:
the largest,costliest,m ostm assivedetectors;the m ost
collaboratorsperexperim ent;the highestenergy reach
ofany acceleratorexperim ent. The intellectualstakes
oftheLHC program areenorm ous:on thetheory side,
theextrem esensitivity ofthescalarsectoroftheStan-
dard M odel(SM ) to very high scale physics beckons
fornew physicsattheweak scale( 100  1000 G eV),
possibly ushering in a new paradigm for the laws of
physics.
W e discusshow LHC experim entsm ay serve to val-
idate the extended Copernican principle. In previous
tim es,we havelearned thatthe earth isnotthe center
ofthe solar system ,that our galaxy is notthe entire
universe,and that we do notlive in any specialplace
ortim e.Now,dueto an im pressiveaccum ulation ofas-
trophysicaldata,welearn thatourstar,ourplanet,and
ourselvesare noteven m ade up ofthe dom inantform
ofm atterin the universe.Itnow appearsthatm ostof
the m atterin the universe { the so-called dark m atter
(DM ){m ustconsistofm assive,electricallyand (likely)
color neutralparticles that were produced with non-
relativistic velocities (cold DM or CDM ) in the early
universe. None of the particles of the SM have the
rightpropertiesto m akeup CDM .Thus,CDM consti-
tutesdecisiveevidenceforphysicsbeyond theStandard
M odel[1]!
Com pelling argum ents suggestthe CDM particle is
linked to the weak nuclear interactions,and further,
thatithasam assofordertheweak scale: 100  1000
G eV.This is often referred to as the W IM P m iracle,
and the dark m atter particles referred to as W IM PS
(weakly interacting m ass particles). M any attractive
theoretical scenarios designed to am eliorate the ex-
trem esensitivity ofthescalarsectoroftheSM toradia-
tivecorrections,naturally includecandidatesforCDM
particleswith weak scalem assesthatinteractwith or-
dinary m atterwith crosssectionscom parableto those
forweak nuclearinteractions. Regardlessofitsorigin,
ifCDM is com posed ofW IM Ps,then it m ay be pos-
sible to produceand study the DM particle(s)directly
atthe LHC.In fact,the LHC m ay wellturn outto be
a DM factory,where the nature ofDM particles and
theirpropertiesm ightbe studied in a controlled envi-
ronm ent. In any collider experim ent,W IM PS would
be like neutrinosin thatthey would escape the detec-
torwithoutdepositing any energy in the experim ental
apparatus,resultingin an apparentim balanceofenergy
and m om entum in colliderevents.W hileW IM Pswould
m anifestthem selvesonlyasm issing(transverse)energy
atcolliderexperim ents,itshould neverthelessbe pos-
sible to study the visible particlesproduced in W IM P-
related production and decay processes to study the
new physicsassociated with the W IM P-sector.
Indeed,there exists a realpossibility that m uch of
them ystery surrounding DM and itspropertiescan be
cleared up in the next decade by a variety ofexper-
im ents already operating or soon-to-be deployed. In
thiseort,experim entsatthe LHC willplay a crucial
role. There are { in tandem with LHC{ a variety of
otherdark m attersearch experim entsalready in oper-
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ation,or in a deploym ent or planning phase. Direct
Detection (DD) experim ents seek to directly m easure
relic DM particles left over from early stages of the
Big Bang. These DD experim ents range from terres-
trialm icrowavecavitiesthatsearch foraxionsvia their
conversion to photons,to crystalineornobleliquid tar-
getslocated deep underground thatsearch forW IM P-
nucleon collisions.
DM can also be searched for in indirect detection
(ID) experim ents. In ID experim ents, one searches
for W IM P-W IM P annihilation into various SM parti-
clesincluding neutrinos,gam m a raysand anti-m atter.
Clearly,this technique applies only ifthe DM is self-
conjugate, or if DM particles and anti-particles are
roughly equally abundant. O ne ID search m ethod in-
volvestheuseofneutrino telescopesm ounted deep un-
der water or in polar ice. The idea is that if relic
W IM Ps are the DM in our galactic halo,the sun (or
earth)willsweep them up astheytraversetheirgalactic
orbits,and gravitationallytrap thesein thecentralcore
wherethey can accum ulate,essentially atrest,to den-
sitiesm uch higherthan in the M ilky W ay halo.These
accum ulated W IM PS can then annihilateonewith an-
other into SM particles with energies E
<
 mW IM P.
M ostSM particleswould be im m ediately absorbed by
the solar m aterial. However,neutrinos can easily es-
cape the sun.Thus,W IM P annihilation in the sun re-
sultsin an isotropic ux ofhigh energy neutrinosfrom
thesolarcore{theseenergiesareim possibletoproduce
via conventionalnuclearreactionsin thesun { som eof
which would m ake it to earth. These neutrinos ocas-
sionally interactwith nucleiin ocean waterorice and
converttoahigh energy m uon,which could then bede-
tected via Cerenkov radiation by photom ultipliertubes
thatarepartsofneutrino telescopeslocated within the
m edium .
Another possibility for ID is to search for the by-
products ofW IM P annihilation in various regions of
ourgalactic halo. Even though the halo num ber den-
sity ofW IM Pswould be quite low,the volum e ofthe
galaxy islarge. O cassionally one expectsrelic W IM P-
W IM P annihilation to SM particles. The trick isthen
to look forrare anti-m atterproduction orhigh energy
gam m arayproduction from theseW IM P haloannihila-
tions.A variety ofland-based,high altitudeand space-
based anti-m atterand gam m a ray detectorshavebeen
orarebeing deployed.Thespace-based Pam ela exper-
im entissearching forpositronsand anti-protons.The
land-based HESS telescope willsoon be joined by the
G LAST satellite in the search forhigh energy gam m a
rays.W hile high energy anti-particleswould providea
striking signal,these lose energy upon deection when
traversing the com plicated galacticm agneticeld,and
socan only bedetected overlim ited distances.G am m a
rays,on the other hand,are undeected by m agnetic
elds,and sohavean enorm ousrange.M oreover,these
would point back to their point oforigin. Thus,the
galactic center,where dark m atter is expected to ac-
cum ulate ata high density,m ightbe a good source of
G eV-scale gam m a rays resulting from W IM P-W IM P
annihilation to vector boson (V = W ;Z) pairs or to
quark jets, followed by (V ! )q ! 0 !  after
hadronization and decay.
IfW IM Psand their associated particlesare discov-
ered at the LHC and/or at DD or ID search experi-
m ents,itwillbe a revolutionary discovery.Butitwill
only be the beginning ofthe story as it willusher in
a new era ofdark m atter astronom y! The nextlogical
step would be the construction ofan e+ e  collider of
sucientenergy so thatW IM P (and related particles)
can be produced and studied with high precision in a
clean,well-controlled experim entalenvironm ent. The
precise determ ination ofparticle physicsquantitiesas-
sociated with W IM P physicswillallow ustodeducethe
relic density ofthese W IM PS within the standard Big
Bang cosm ology. Ifthis turns outto be in agreem ent
with the m easured relic density,we would have direct
evidence that DM consists ofa single com ponent. If
the predicted relic density is too sm all,it could m ake
the case form ultiple com ponentsin the DM sector.If
the predicted density istoo large,we would be forced
to abandon the sim plest picture and seek m ore com -
plicated (non-therm al)m echanism sto accountforthe
m easurem ent,ordeducethatthisdetected W IM P itself
isunstable.Thedeterm ination ofthepropertiesofthe
DM sectorwillalso serve asa toolfora detailed m ea-
surem entofastrophysicalquantitiessuch asthe galac-
tic and localW IM P density and localvelocity proles,
which could shed lighton theform ation ofgalaxiesand
on the evolution ofthe universe.
2. Evidence for dark m atter
Dark m atterin theuniversewasrstproposed in the
1930sby astronom erFritzZwicky[2].In the1970sand
on,evidence for DM accrued at an accelerating pace.
Here we discussthe m ajorclassesofevidence forDM
in the universe.
 Galactic clusters: In the 1930s,Zwicky studied
nearby clusters ofgalaxies,bound to each other
by gravity in spite ofthe expansion ofthe uni-
verse. Using argum ents based on the virialthe-
orem from classicalm echanics,Zwicky concluded
there was not enough visible m ass within the
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galactic clusters to successfully bind them ; he
thusconcluded thattherem ustbelargeam ounts
ofnon-lum inous,ordark m atter,existing within
the clusters.
 Rotation curves: In the 1970s,V.C.Rubin and
W .K .Ford[3]began an intensive study of the
rotation curves of galaxies. They were able to
m easure stellarvelocity asa function ofdistance
from the galactic center. W ith m ostofthe visi-
blem atterconcentrated in oraround thegalactic
center,oneexpectsthestellarrotationalvelocities
to fallo with distance from the galactic center
in accord with Newtonian gravitation. Instead,
thestellarvelocitiestended to atnessoutto the
furthestdistanceswhich could beprobed.Thisis
in accord with a diusehaloofdark particlessur-
roundingthegalaxy outtothefurthestdistances.
 Lensing: In G eneralRelativity,the path oflight
through space-tim e is bent, or \lensed" as it
passes by a large m ass distribution. Lensing ef-
fectsareobserved when lightfrom distantgalax-
iesorclusterspassesby largem assdistributions.
Num erousstudiesofboth strong and weak (sta-
tistical)lensing show the presence oflarge quan-
titiesofDM in the universe.
 Hotgasin clusters:Hotgasbound to clustersof
galaxiescanbem apped outbytheem itted x-rays.
Thevisiblem assin thesegalaxieswould nothave
enough gravitytobind thehotgas,which requires
additionalbinding from putativeDM .
 Cosm ic m icrowave background (CM B):Detailed
studies ofanisotropies in the cosm ic m icrowave
background has resulted a very precisely m ea-
sured CM B powerspectrum .The peaksand val-
leys in this spectrum are extrem ely sensitive to
the com position of the universe, and indepen-
dently show that the universe is com prised of
about 70% dark energy (DE),25% DM and 4%
baryons, along with tiny fractions of neutrinos
and photons. Thusthe \known stu" m akesup
justabout5% ofthe contentofourUniverse.
 Largescalestructure:M easurem entsoflargescale
structure,when com pared to sim ulations ofthe
evolution ofstructurein theuniverse,m atch very
wellwith a universe com posed ofboth cold dark
m atter(possibly with som ewarm DM )and DE.
 BigBangnucleosynthesis:O neofthetrium phsof
Big Bangcosm ology isthatgiven an initially hot,
denseuniverse,onecan calculatetheabundances
ofthelightelem entsproduced vianucleosynthesis
during the rstfew hundred seconds. The m ea-
sured abundances agree with observation ifthe
baryon-to-photon ratio B  nB =n  6 10
  10.
The photon num berdensity isknown from ther-
m odynam ics,sothisim pliesabaryonicm assden-
sity of the universe of about  4% , consistent
with thevalueindependently obtained from CM B
data discussed above.
 Distantsupernovae probes: Probesofdistantsu-
pernovae[ 4] have allowed an extension of the
Hubble diagram out to redshifts of z  1. A
best t m atch to the Hubble diagram indicates
the presence ofboth dark energy and dark m at-
terin the universe.
 Colliding galactic clusters:O bservation ofcollid-
ing clustersofgalaxies{ a recentexam ple com es
from theso-called bulletcluster{showsan actual
separation ofdark m atter(deduced from lensing)
from the gaseoushalo m ade ofbaryonic m atter.
This is exactly what is expected if a vast halo
ofnon-interacting dark m atter accom panies the




Baryons are a tiny fractionÉ
Figure 1. M easurem ents from CM B, large
scale structure and supernovae plotted in
the 
  vs: 
 m atter plane. Adapted from
http://www.astro.washington.edu/astro323/W ebLectures/.
The C D M universe: Collating all the data to-
gether,especially that from CM B,red shifts ofhigh-
z supernovae,and large scale structure,allowsone to
t to the com position ofthe universe. W e see from
Fig. 1 that these very diverse data nd consistency
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am ongst them selves,leading to the so-called \concor-
dance" m odel for the universe, the C D M m odel.
(Here, stands for Einstein’s cosm ologicalconstant,
which m ay be the source ofthe DE).In the C D M
m odel,theuniverseiscom posed ofabout70% DE,25%
DM ,4% baryonswith a tiny fraction ofneutrinosand
radiation. The m easured abundance ofCDM in our
universe[5],

C D M h
2 = 0:111+ 0:011
  0:015 (2); (1)
where 
C D M = C D M =c,with C D M the CDM m ass
density,c thecriticalclosuredensityandh isthescaled
Hubble param eter,servesasa severe constrainton all
particlephysicstheoriesthatincludeadarkm attercan-
didate. Since DM m ay wellconsist ofm ore than one
com ponent,strictly speaking therelicdensity servesas
an upper bound 
X h
2  0:122 on the density ofany
single com ponent X . W e now turn to a discussion of
som eoftheparticlephysicscandidatesfortheDM par-
ticle X .
3. D M candidates
W hile the evidence for the existence ofDM in the
universeisnow very convincing,and while the density
ofdark m atter in the universe is becom ing precisely
known,the identity ofthe dark m atter particle(s) is
a com plete m ystery.Noneofthe particlesin the Stan-
dard M odelhavetherightpropertiestom akeup CDM .
M any candidates,however,have been proposed in the
theoreticalliterature.To appreciatethevariety ofcan-
didateparticlesproposed,welista num berofpossibil-
ities.The rangeofm assesand interaction strengthsof
m any ofthesecandidatesisshown in Fig.2. Neutrinos: M ssive neutrinos are weakly inter-
acting neutralm assive particles and so are nat-
uralcandidates for the DM in the universe[6].
It is now known that the usualactive neutrinos
are so light that they could not give rise to the
observed structure in the Universebecause these
wouldm ovefasterthan thetypicalgalacticescape
velocity,and so cannot cause the clum ping that
large scale structure sim ulations require. They
are usually referred to ashotDM ,orHDM ,and
arelikely to be a subdom inantcom ponentofthe
DM in the Universe. There are,however,pro-
posalsform uch heavier,cold dark m attergauge
singlet neutrinos that are not part ofthe Stan-
dard M odel[8].
 Planck m ass black hole rem nants: It is possible
m anytinyblackholes(BHs)wereproduced in the
early universe. O rdinarily,these BHs would de-
cay via Hawking radiation.However,ithasbeen






















































Figure 2. Dark m atter candidates in the m ass versus in-
teraction strength plane,taken from Ref.[7].
suggested thatonce they reach the Planck m ass,
quantum gravity eectsforbid furtherradiation,
m aking them stable,and hence good CDM can-
didates[9].
 Q-balls: These objects are topological solitons
thatoccurin quantum eld theory[10,11].
 W im pzillas:Thesevery m assivebeastswerepro-
posed to show that viable DM candidates could
havem assesfarbeyond the weak scale[12].
 Axions:Thesym m etriesofthe Q CD Lagrangian
allow the term { L 3
Q C D
322
F  ~F { which gives
rise to C P violation in the strong interactions.
However, m easurem ents of the neutron electric
dipole m om ent (EDM ) require Q C D
<
 10  10.
W hy this param eteris so m uch sm allerthan its
naturalvalue of 1 is referred to as the strong
C P problem . The m ost com pelling solution
to the strong C P problem { the Peccei-Q uinn-
W einberg-W ilczek solution[13] { eectively re-
places the param eter Q C D by a quantum eld,
and the potentialenergy allows the eld to re-
lax to near zero strength. However,a rem nant
ofthisprocedure isthata physicalpseudoscalar
boson { the axion a { rem ains in the spectrum .
The axion is an excellentcandidate for CDM in
theuniverse[14].Itsfavored m assrangeism a 
10  5   10  3 eV,wherethelowerbound givestoo
high a relic density,and the upperbound com es
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from lim itson stellarcooling.Axionshavea very
weakbutpossiblyobservablecouplingtotwopho-
tons. They are at present being searched for in
terrestrialm icrowave cavity experim entssuch as
ADM X[15]. Since they have little directim pact
on LHC physics,we willnotdwellon them in as
m uch detailassom eotherpossible candidates.
 W IM Psand theW IM P m iracle:W eaklyinteract-
ing neutral,m assiveparticlesoccurin m any par-
ticlephysicsm odelswheretheSM isextended to
address the physics associated with electroweak
sym m etry breaking (EW SB). If the associated
new particlessectorhasa conserved \parity-like"
quantum num ber that distinguishes it from the
SM sector,the lightest particle in this new sec-
torisstableand (ifelectrically and colorneutral)
frequently m akesan excellentDM candidate.Ex-
am plesofW IM P particlescom e from 1. lightest
neutralino statein SUSY theorieswith conserved
R-parity[16],2.lightestK aluza-K lein excitations
from extra-dim ensionaltheories with conserved
K K -parity[17,18]and 3.lightestT-oddparticles
in Little Higgstheorieswith conserved T-parity[
19,20,21,22].1
It is possible to calculate the therm al W IM P
abundance from the Big Bang using very gen-
eralprinciples. The initialcondition is that at
early universe tem peratures T > m W IM P , the
W IM Pswould have been in therm alequilibrium
with the cosm ic soup. In this case,their abun-
dance followsstraightforwardly from equilibrium
statisticalm echanics. As the universe expands
and cools,ultim ately theW IM Psfalloutofther-
m alequilibrium at a tem perature where the ex-
pansion rateoftheuniverseequalstheW IM P an-
nihilation rate,becausethen theW IM PS areun-
abletond oneanothertoannihilatefastenough:
this is known as the freeze-out tem perature TF .
Asa result,theW IM P density doesnotdrop ex-
ponentially astheUniversecontinuesto cool,but
reducesonly asR   3 due to the expansion ofthe
Universe.TheW IM P abundanceafterfreeze-out
can be found by solving the Boltzm ann equation
in a Friedm an-Robertson-W alkeruniverseforthe
W IM P num berdensity.TheW IM P m assdensity
1W e pointoutthatithasrecently been argued[23]thatT-parity
isgenerically notconserved because ofanom aliesin the quantum
theory. Ithas,however,been pointed outthat whether T-parity
is or is not conserved can only be denitively addressed only in

















where T = 2:72 K is the current tem perature
ofthe CM B,T0 is the corresponding neutralino
tem perature, g  100 is the num ber of rela-
tivistic degrees offreedom at W IM P freeze-out,
hvi is the therm ally averaged W IM P annihi-
lation cross section tim es relative velocity, and
xF = TF =m W IM P ’ 1=20 is the scaled freeze-
out tem perature. But for the fact that photons
arereheated asvariousspeciesdecouple,thetem -
peraturesoftheW IM Psand photonswould have
been thesam e.Sincethereheating processisas-






ply given by the ratio of the num ber of eec-
tive degrees offreedom at freeze-out to that to-
day, and is about 20. Dividing by the closure
density c = 8:1 10
  47h2 G eV 4 then gives us

W IM P h
2,where h is the Hubble param eter in
unitsof100 km /s/M pc.Fors-waveannihilation,
hvi is independent ofx; then, for 
h 2  0:1,
we nd it is about 10 pb { about the size ofan
electroweak crosssection forannihilation ofnon-
relativisticparticleswith am assofabout50G eV,
notfarfrom the weak scale! Thisprovidesinde-
pendentastrophysicalevidence thatnew physics
{ the dark m atterparticle { m ay wellbe lurking
atthe weak scale! The co-incidence ofthe scale
ofdark m atterwith the scale ofEW SB issom e-
tim esreferred to asthe W IM P m iracle,and sug-
gests that the new physics that governs EW SB
m ay coincide with the DM sector,and inspires
m any to believe thatW IM Psare the prim e can-
didate to constitute the cold dark m atter ofthe
universe.2
 SuperW IM Ps:SuperW IM PS are electrically and
color neutral stable DM candidates that inter-
act with m uch sm aller strength (perhaps only
gravitationally)than W IM PS.Such particlesof-
ten occurin particlephysicstheoriesthatinclude
W IM Ps. Exam plesinclude 1. the lightestn = 1
levelK K graviton G 1 in extra-dim ensionalthe-
ories, 2. the gravitino ~G (the superpartner of
the graviton) in SUSY theories and 3. the ax-
ino ~a (the ferm ionic m em berofthe axion super-
m ultiplet). Since superW IM P interactions with
2See,however,R ef.[25].
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ordinary m atterhavestrengthsfarbelow conven-
tionalweak interaction strengths, they are not
expected to yield observablesignalsin DD orID
searchexperim ents.However,they can lead toin-
triguing new phenom ena atcolliderexperim ents
such as LHC and ILC. If every W IM P decays
to a superW IM P,then superW IM Ps inherit the
therm ally produced num ber density ofW IM Ps,
and their contribution to 
C D M h
2 is reduced
from the corresponding would-be W IM P contri-
bution by theratio ofthesuperW IM P to W IM P
m asses.ThesuperW IM Psproduced from W IM P
decay m ay be either warm or cold dark m atter
depending on the W IM P lifetim e and W IM P-




the reheating tem peratureTR .
O fthepossibilitiesm entioned above,supersym m etry
stands out for severalreasons. W eak scale supersym -
m etry provides an elegant m echanism to stabilize the
weak scaleagainstrunaway quantum correctionsto the
Higgsscalarm assthatarisewhen theSM isem bedded
into a largertheory thatincludesparticleswith m asses
hierarchically larger than the weak scale,e.g. grand
unied theories(G UTs).Unlessthe Higgsboson m ass
param eteristuned with uncanny precision,these cor-
rections drive the weak scale as wellas the physical
Higgs boson m ass to the G UT scale. The supersym -
m etricextension oftheSM ,with weak scalesuperpart-
ners requiresno such a ne tuning,and (unlike m any
exam ples discussed above) provides a fram ework that
is perturbatively valid allthe way up to the G UT or
Planck scale.
SUSY theoriesthusnaturally m eld with G UTs,pre-
serving m any of their successes, and providing suc-
cessfulpredictions where non-SUSY G UTS appear to
fail. The latter include the celebrated unication of
gauge couplings and the value of the ratio m b=m .
In m any SUSY m odels with unied values of scalar
m assparam etersrenorm alized atan ultra-high energy
scale,radiativecorrectionsdrivetheweakscalesquared
Higgsboson m assparam eterto negativevaluestrigger-
ing EW SB ifthe top quark m ass is in the range 150-
200G eV.ThisradiativeEW SB m echanism wasdiscov-
ered in the m id-1980s,wellbefore the top m ass was
determ ined to be  172 G eV by experim ents at the
Ferm ilab Tevatron. In addition,ts to precision elec-
troweak m easurem ents { plotted on the m t vs:M W
plane{now indicateaslightpreferenceforSUSY (with
lightsparticles)overthe SM [27].
Although weak scale SUSY theories have the very
attractive features noted above,the presence ofm any
new scalareldsalso givesrise to potentialnew prob-
lem s notpresentin the SM .Ifsupersym m etry is bro-
ken in an ad hoc m anner,avour-changing processes
(that do notalso change electric charge)occuratun-
acceptably large rates,as do som e C P -violating pro-
cesses.Thisisprobably a clueaboutthe(presently un-
known)m echanism by which thesuperpartnersacquire
SUSY-breaking m asses. But the m ostsevere problem
caused by theappearanceofscalarsisthatwecan write
renorm alizable interactionsthatviolate baryon and/or
lepton num berconservation.These interactionswould
causetheproton to decay within afraction ofa second,
in sharp contrastto a lowerlim iton itslife-tim e in ex-
cessof1029 years(independentofthe m ode ofdecay)!
To forbid these potentially disastrousinteractions,we
need to positan additionalconservation law,which is
often taken tobetheconservation ofaparity-likequan-
tum num ber (referred to as R-parity)taken to be + 1
forordinary particlesand   1 fortheirSUSY partners.
Asa result,the lightestSUSY particle m ustbe stable
(since alllighterparticleshaveR= + 1).
Unlike the SM ,SUSY theories with a conserved R-
parity naturally includeseveralcandidatesforDM .All
thatisneeded isthatthelightestsuperpartnerbeelec-
trically and color neutral. These include,but are not
lim ited to:1.the lightestneutralino eZ1,a trueW IM P
candidate,2. the gravitino ~G ,a gravitationally inter-
acting spin-3
2





ordinary neutrinosisexcluded asgalacticDM because
itwould already havebeen detected by directsearches
forDM .Theaxino interaction strength isbetween that
ofa trueW IM P and a gravitino superW IM P.
Finally,werem ark herethattheSM doesnotinclude
a viable m echanism for baryogenesis in the early uni-
verse,prim arily becausethe C P violation istoo sm all.
In SUSY theories,with their added richness,several
m echanism sappearto be possible:electroweak baryo-
genesis,leptogenesis(which isconnected to G UT the-
oriesand neutrino m ass),so-called Aeck-Dinebaryo-
genesis involving decay ofat directions ofthe SUSY
scalar potentialand nally,the possibility ofinaton
decay to heavy neutrino states.
Despite the lack of direct evidence for SUSY, its
m any attractivefeatureslead m any theoriststo expect
weakscalesupersym m etrytom anifestitselfasthenext
paradigm for the laws ofphysics. W hile SUSY could
havefortuitously revealed itselfin experim entsatLEP
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orthe Tevatron,the LHC is the rstfacility designed
to directly probe the weak scale energy regim e where
superpartnersare naturally expected. W e will,forthe
m ost part,discuss supersym m etric theories in the re-
m ainder ofthis article and show that data from the
LHC aswellasfrom otherDD and ID experim entswill
incisivelytesttheweakscaleSUSY idea.W ewillbriey
return tootherideaswith non-SUSY W IM PS in Sec.7.
4. Supersym m etric theories
The representations of the SM m ake a clear dis-
tinction between the \m atter" and \force" sectors of
the theory. The spin-halfm atterparticleshave dier-
ent gauge quantum num bers from the spin-one gauge
bosons(which necessarily m ustbein theadjointrepre-
sentation ofthe gauge group)thatm ediate the strong
and electroweak interactions. Spin-zero elds, which
areessentialforspontaneousEW SB (and which m edi-
atea non-gaugeforcebetween particles),belong to yet
another representation. In supersym m etric theories,
where bosonsand ferm ionsbelong to the sam e super-
m ultiplet,bosonsand ferm ionstransform thesam eway,
providinga levelofsynthesisneverpreviously attained.
The supereld form alism , where bosonic and
ferm ionic elds are com bined into a single supereld,
providesa convenientway for constructing supersym -
m etricm odelsofparticlephysics.Thisisanalogousto
thefam iliarisospin form alism whereparticlesofdier-
entchargeare com bined to form an isom ultiplet.Chi-
ralscalarsupereldsincludeonechiral-com ponentofa
spin-halfferm ion,togetherwith a com plex scalareld,
thesuperpartnerofthischiralferm ion.A m assiveDirac
ferm ion necessarily hastwo chiralcom ponents,and so
needstwochiralsupereldstodescribeit.Forexam ple,
theDiracelectron thereforehastwo com plex scalarsu-
perpartners(denoted by ~eL and ~eR ),onecorresponding
to each chirality ofthe electron/positron. Notice that
the num ber of polarization states for ferm ions (four,
because there are two polarizations each for the elec-
tron and positron)is exactly the sam e asthe num ber
ofbosonic polarization states(each com plex spin zero
eld correspondsto two polarization states,oneforthe
spin-zero particle,and one forthe spin-zero antiparti-
cle).Thisequality ofbosonic and ferm ionic degreesof
freedom isageneralfeatureofSUSY m odels.M oreover,
thegaugequantum num bersforthespin-zero partners
of the chiralferm ion elds m ust be the sam e as for
the corresponding ferm ions,so thatthe usualm inim al
coupling prescription com pletely xes the gauge inter-
actionsofthese particles.
G augesupereldsinclude spin-1 gaugebosonsalong
with spin-1
2
self-conjugate (or M ajorana) gauginos,
both tranform ing undertheadjointrepresentation.Fi-
nally,therearegravitationalsuperm ultipletscontaining
m assless spin-2 graviton elds and spin-3
2
gravitinos.
These are all representationsofN = 1 supersym m e-
try,wherethereisjustonesuper-charge.W ewillfocus
hereonlyon N = 1SUSY sinceitleadsm ostdirectlyto
phenom enologically viablem odelswith chiralferm ions.
The supereld form alism [28,29,30]facilitates the
construction ofa supersym m etric version ofthe Stan-
dard M odel, known as the M inim al Supersym m etric
Standard M odel, or M SSM .As explained above, for
each quarkand lepton oftheSM ,theM SSM necessarily
includesspin-0 superpartners ~qL and ~qR along with ~‘L
and ~‘R ,whosegaugequantum num bersarexed to be
theknown gaugequantum num bersofthecorrespond-
ing ferm ions. Thus,forexam ple,the right-handed up
quark scalar(usually denoted by ~uR )isa color-triplet,
weak isosingletwith thesam eweak hypercharge4/3 as
the right-handed up-quark. The M SSM thus includes
a plethora ofnew scalar states: ~eL,~eR , ~eL , ~uL, ~uR ,
~dL , ~dR in the rstgeneration,together with analogus
statesforthe othertwo generations. Spin-zero squark
partnersofquarkswith largeYukawacouplingsundergo
left-rightm ixing:thus,the~tL and ~tR statesm ixtoform
m ass eigenstates{ ~t1 and ~t2 { ordered from lowestto
highestm ass.




nos.Unlike in the SM ,the sam eHiggsdoubletcannot
givea m assto both up-and down-typeferm ionswith-
outcatastrophicallybreakingtheunderlyingsupersym -
m etry. Thus the M SSM includes two Higgs doublets
instead ofone asin the SM .Thisgivesrise to a richer
spectrum ofphysicalHiggsparticles,including neutral
light h and heavy H scalars,a pseudoscalar A and a
pairofcharged HiggsbosonsH  .
ThegaugesectoroftheM SSM containsgaugebosons
along with spin-halfgauginos in the adjoint represen-
tation ofthe gauge group: thus,along with eightcol-
ored gluons,the M SSM contains eight colored spin-1
2
gluinos.Upon electroweaksym m etrybreaking,thefour
gauginosofSU (2)L  U (1)Y m ix (justasthe SU (2)L
and U (1)Y gaugebosonsm ix)am ongstthem selvesand







neutralinos { eZ1, eZ2, eZ3 and eZ4. The eZ1 state,the
lightestneutralino,isoften thelightestsupersym m etric
particle(LSP),and turnsoutto bean excellentW IM P
candidateforCDM in the universe.
Ifnatureisperfectly supersym m etric,then thespin-
0 superpartners would have exactly the sam e m ass as
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the corresponding ferm ions. Charged spin-0 partners
oftheelectron with a m assof0.51 M eV could nothave
evaded experim entaldetection. Theirnon-observation
leadsusto concludethatSUSY m ustbea broken sym -
m etry. In the M SSM ,SUSY is broken explicitly by
including so-called softSUSY breaking (SSB)term sin
the Lagrangian.The SSB term spreservethe desirable
featuresofSUSY,such asthestabilization ofthescalar
sector in the presence of radiative corrections, while
lifting the superpartnerm assesin accord with whatis
necessaryfrom experim ent.Itisim portanttonotethat
the equality of dim ensionless couplings between par-
ticles and their superpartners is stillpreserved (m od-
ulo sm alleects ofradiative corrections): in particu-
lar,phenom enologically im portant gauge interactions
ofsuperpartnersand the corresponding interactionsof
gauginosrem ain (largely)unaected by theSSB term s.
Theaddition oftheSSB Lagrangian term sm ay seem
ad-hoc and ugly. Itwould be elegantifinstead super-
sym m etry could be spontaneously broken. Butitwas
recognized in theearlytom id-1980’sthatm odelswhere
globalSUSY isspontaneously broken attheweak scale
ran into serious diculties. The situation is very dif-
ferent ifwe elevate SUSY from a globalsym m etry to
a localone. In localSUSY,we are forced to include
the graviton/gravitino super-m ultipletinto the theory,
in m uch the sam e way thatwe have to include spin-1
gaugeeldstom aintain localgaugeinvarianceofYang-
M illstheories.Theorieswith localSUSY areknown as
supergravity(SUG RA)theoriesbecausethey aresuper-
sym m etric and necessarily include gravity. M oreover,
thegravitationalsectorofthetheory reducestogeneral
relativityin theclassicallim it.W ithin thefram eworkof
SUG RA itispossibletoadd an additionalsectorwhose
dynam icsspontaneously breaksSUSY butwhich inter-
actswith SM particlesand theirsuperpartnersonly via
gravity (theso-called hidden sector).Thespontaneous
breakdown ofsupersym m etry resultsin a m assforthe
gravitino in the sam e way that in localgauge theo-
ries gauge bosons acquire m ass by the Higgs m echa-
nism .Thisis,therefore,referred to asthe super-Higgs
m echanism . The rem arkable thing is that because of
the gravitationalcouplng between the hidden and the
M SSM sectors,theeectsofspontaneoussupersym m e-
try breaking in the hidden sectorare conveyed to the
M SSM sector,and (provided the SUSY-breaking scale
in thehidden sectorisappropriatelychosen)weak scale
SSB term s that lift the undesirable degeneracies be-
tween the m assesofSM particlesand theirsuperpart-
ners are autom atically induced. Indeed,in the lim it
whereM Pl! 1 (keeping thegravitinom assxed),we
recover a globalSUSY theory along with the desired
SSB term s! The gravitino typically has a weak scale
m assand decouplesfrom particle physicsexperim ents
becauseofitstiny gravitationalcouplings.Forreasons
thatwecannotdiscusshere,theselocallysupersym m et-
ric m odelsare free[28,29,30]ofthe above-m entioned
diculties that plague globally supersym m etric m od-
els.
M otivated by thesuccessfulunication ofgaugecou-
plingsatascaleM G U T  2 10
16 G eV in theM SSM ,we
are led to construct a G UT based on localsupersym -
m etry. In this case,the theory renorm alized at Q =
M G U T containsjustonegauginom assparam eterm 1=2.
Renorm alization eects then split the physicalgaug-
ino m assesin thesam eway them easured valuesofthe
gauge couplingsarise from a single unied G UT scale
gauge coupling. In general,supergravity m odels give
riseto com plicated m assm atricesforthe scalarsuper-
partnersofquarksand leptons,with concom itantavor
violation beyond acceptablelevels.However,in m odels
with universalsoftSUSY breaking term s,a super-G IM
m echanism suppressesavorviolatingprocesses[31].In
whathascom etobeknownasthem inim alsupergravity
(m SUG RA)m odel,auniversalscalarm assm 0 and also
auniversalSSB scalarcouplingA 0 areassum ed toexist
ata high scaleQ = M G U T   M Pl.Thephysicalm asses
ofsquarksand sleptonsaresplitafterrenorm alization,
and canbecalculatedusingrenorm alizationgrouptech-






.Although the Higgsscalarm asspa-
ram etersalso starto atthe com m on value m 0 atthe
high scale,thelargevalueofthetop quarkYukawacou-
pling drivesthecorrespondingsquared m assparam eter
to negative valuesand EW SB isradiatively broken as
wehavealready discussed.W ithin thisfram ework,the
m asses and couplings required for phenom enology are
xed by justa handfulofparam eterswhich areusually
taken to be,
m 0; m 1=2; A 0; tan;and sign(): (2)
Heretan istheratioofthevacuum expectation values
oftheHiggseldsthatgivem assestoup and down type
ferm ions,and  is the supersym m etric higgsino m ass
param eter whose m agnitude is xed to reproduce the
m easured valueofM Z .Ifallparam etersarereal,then
potentially largeC P -violatingeectsaresuppressed as
well. Com puters codes such as Isajet,SuSpect,Soft-
SUSY and Spheno that calculate the fullspectrum of
sparticleand Higgsboson m assesarepublicly available[
32].
The m SUG RA m odel(som etim esreferred to asthe
constrained M SSM or CM SSM ) serves as a paradigm
form any SUSY phenom enologicalanalyses. However,
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itis im portantto rem em berthatit is based on m any
assum ptions that can be tested in future collider ex-
perim ents but which m ay prove to be incorrect. For
instance,in m any G UT theories,it is com m on to get
non-universalSSB param eters. In addition,there are
otherm essengerm echanism sbesidesgravity.In gauge-
m ediated SUSY breaking m odels(G M SB)[33],a spe-
cialm essengersectorisincluded,so gravitinosm ay be
m uch lighterthan allothersparticles,with im plications
for both collider physics and cosm ology. In anom aly-
m ediated SUSY breaking(AM SB)m odels[34],gravita-
tionalanom aliesinduce SSB term s,and the gravitino
can be m uch heavier than the weak scale. There are
yetotherm odels[35]where SSB param etersgetcom -
parablecontributionsfrom gravity-m ediated aswellas
from anom aly-m ediated sources,and veryrecently,also
from gauge-m ediation[36]. The pattern ofsuperpart-
ner m asses is sensitive to the m ediation-m echanism ,
so that we can expect collider experim ents to reveal
which ofthe various m echanism s that have been pro-
posed areactually realized in nature.W ealso m ention
thatin both theG M SB and AM SB m odels,itissom e-
what less natural(but stillpossible!) to obtain the
required am ountofSUSY dark m atterin theUniverse.
Although these are allviable scenarios,they have not
been aswellscrutinized asthe m SUG RA m odel.
5. Supersym m etric dark m atter
5.1. N eutralino relic density
O nce a SUSY m odelis specied, then given a set
ofinput param eters,it is possible to allcom pute su-
perpartner m asses and couplings necessary for phe-
nom enology. W e can then use these to calculate scat-
tering cross sections and sparticle decay patterns to
evaluate SUSY signals (and corresponding SM back-
grounds) in collider experim ents. W e can also check
whether the m odelis allowed or excluded by experi-
m entalconstraints,either from direct SUSY searches,
e.g. at LEP2 which requires that m
eW 1
> 103:5 G eV,
m ~e
>
 100 G eV,and mh > 114:4 G eV (for a SM -like
light SUSY Higgs boson h),or from indirect searches
through loop eectsfrom SUSY particlesin low energy
m easurem entssuch asB (b! s)or(g  2).W e can
also calculate the expected therm alLSP relic density.
To begin our discussion,we willrstassum e thatthe
lightestneutralino eZ1 isthe candidateDM particle.
Asm entioned above,therelicdensity calculation in-
volvessolving theBoltzm ann equation,wheretheneu-
tralino density changes due to both the expansion of
the Universe and because of neutralino annihilation
into SM particles,determ ined by the therm ally aver-
aged eZ1 eZ1 annihilation crosssection. An added com -
plication occurs ifneutralino co-annihilation is possi-
ble. Co-annihilation occurs ifthere is another SUSY
particle close in m ass to the eZ1,whose therm alrelic
density (usually suppressed by the Boltzm ann factor
exp  M
T
)is also signicant. In the m SUG RA m odel,
co-annihilation m ay occur from a stau, ~1,a stop ~t1
or the lighter chargino fW 1. For instance, in som e
m SUG RA param eter-space regions the ~1 and eZ1 are
alm ost degenerate, so that they both have a signi-
cant density in the early universe,and reactions such
as eZ1~1 !  occur. Since the electrically charged ~1
can alsoannihilateeciently via electrom agneticinter-
actions,thisprocessalso alterstheequilibrium density
ofneutralinos. Allin all,there are wellover a thou-
sand neutralino annihilation and co-annihilation reac-
tionsthatneed tobecom puted,involvingoforder7000
Feynm an diagram s. There exist severalpublicly aval-




Asan exam ple,we show in Fig. 3 the m 0 vs:m 1=2
planefrom them SUG RA m odel,wherewetakeA 0 = 0,
 > 0,m t = 171:4 G eV and tan = 10. The red-
shaded regions are not allowed because either the ~1
becom es the lightest SUSY particle, in contradiction
to negative searchesforlong lived,charged relics(left
edge),orEW SB isnotcorrectly obtained (lower-right
region). The blue-shaded region is excluded by LEP2
searches for chargino pair production (m
eW 1
< 103:5
G eV).W e show contours ofsquark (solid) and gluino
(dashed)m ass(which arenearlyinvariantunderchange
of A 0 and tan). Below the m agenta contour near
m 1=2  200 G eV,mh < 110 G eV,which is roughly
the LEP2 lower lim it on m h in the m odel. The thin




h2 :0:094   0:129 where the neutralino




h2 < 0:094,so theseregionsrequire




h2 > 0:129and so givetoo m uch therm alDM :they
areexcluded in the standard Big Bang cosm ology.
The DM -allowed regionsareclassied asfollows:
 At very low m0 and low m 1=2 values is the so-
called bulkannihilation region[41].Here,sleptons
are quite light,so eZ1 eZ1 ! ‘‘ via t-channelslep-
ton exchange.In yearspast(when 
C D M h
2  0:3
wasquiteconsistentwith data),thiswasregarded
asthe favored region. Buttoday LEP2 sparticle
search lim its have increased the LEP2-forbidden
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0 < Ωh2 < 0.094
0.094 < Ωh2 < 0.129
Excluded
LEP2
Figure 3. DM -allowed regions in the m 0   m 1=2 plane of
the m SUG RA m odelfortan = 10 with A 0 = 0 and  > 0.
region from below, while the stringent bound

C D M h
2  0:13 haspushed the DM -allowed re-
gion down.Now hardly any bulk region survives
in the m SUG RA m odel.
 At low m0 and m oderate m 1=2,there is a thin
strip of(barely discernable)allowed region adja-
centto thestau-LSP region wheretheneutralino
and the lighterstau were in therm alequilibrium
in the early universe. Here co-annihilation with
the lightstau servesto bring the neutralino relic
density down to itsobserved value[42].
 Atlargem0,adjacentto the EW SB excluded re-
gion on the right,isthe hyperbolic branch/focus
point(HB/FP)region,where the superpotential
 param eter becom es sm all and the higgsino-
content of eZ1 increases signicantly. Then eZ1
can annihilateeciently via gaugecoupling to its
higgsinocom ponentand becom esm ixed higgsino-
bino DM . If m
eZ 1
> M W ; M Z , then eZ1 eZ1 !
W W ;ZZ;Zh isenhanced,and onendsthecor-
rectm easured relicdensity[43].
W e show the corresponding situation fortan = 52
in Fig. 4. W hile the stau co-annihilation and the
HB/FP regions are clearly visible,we see that now a
largeDM consistentregion now appears.
 In this region,the value ofmA is sm allenough
so that eZ1 eZ1 can annihilateinto bbpairsthrough
s-channelA (and also H ) resonance. This re-
gion has been dubbed the A-funnel[44]. It can
be quite broad at large tan because the width
 A can be quite wide due to the very large b-
and - Yukawa couplings. Iftan is increased
further,then eZ1 eZ1 annihilation through the(vir-
tual) A  is large allover param eter space,and
m ostofthetheoretically-allowed param eterspace
becom esDM -consisten.Forevenhighertan val-
ues,the param eterspace collapsesdue to a lack
ofappropriateEW SB.
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Figure 4. DM -allowed regions in the m 0   m 1=2 plane of
the m SUG RA m odelfortan = 52 with A 0 = 0 and  > 0.
The various colors ofshading isas in Fig.3.
It is also possible at low m 1=2 values that a light
Higgs h resonance annihilation region can occur just
above the LEP2 excluded region[45]. Finally,ifA 0 is
large and negative,then the ~t1 can becom e light,and
m ~t1  meZ 1
,sothatstop-neutralinoco-annihilation[46]
can occur.
Up to now,we have conned our discussion to the
m SUG RA fram eworkin which com patibility with (1)is
obtained only overselected portionsofthe m 0   m1=2
plane.Thereaderm ay wellwonderwhathappensifwe
relax the untested universality assum ptions that un-
derlie m SUG RA.W ithout going into details,we only
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m ention here that in m any sim ple one-param eter ex-
tensions ofm SUG RA where the universality ofm ass
param etersis relaxed in any one ofthe m atterscalar,
the Higgs scalar,or the gaugino sectors,allpoints in
the m 0   m1=2 plane becom e com patible with the relic
densityconstraintduetoavarietyofm echanism s:these
are catalogued in Ref. [48]. Im plications ofthe relic
density m easurem entforcollidersearchesm ustthusbe
drawn with care.
5.2. N eutralino direct detection
Fits to galactic rotation curves im ply a localrelic
density of C D M  0:3 G eV/cm
3. For a 100 G eV
W IM P,this translatesto aboutone W IM P per coee
m ug volum e at our location in the galaxy. The goal
ofDD experim ents is to detect the very rare W IM P-
nucleuscollisionsthatshould beoccuring astheearth,
togetherwith the W IM P detector,m ovesthrough the
DM halo.
DD experim ents are usually located deep under-
ground toshield theexperim entalapparatusfrom back-
ground dueto cosm icraysand am bientradiation from
the environm entorfrom radioactivity induced by cos-
m ic ray exposure. O ne technique is to use cryogenic
crystals cooled to near absolute zero, and look for
phononand ionizationsignalsfrom nucleirecoilingfrom
aW IM P collision.In thecaseoftheCDM S experim ent[
49]at the Soudan iron m ine,targetm aterials include
germ anium and silicon. Anothertechnique usesnoble
gasescooled to a liquid state asthe target. Here,the
signalisscintillation lightpicked up by photom ultiplier
tubes and ionization. Targetm aterialsinclude xenon[
50],argon and perhaps neon. These noble liquid de-
tectorscan be scaled up to large volum esatrelatively
low cost. They have the advantage ofducialization,
wherein the outer layersofthe detector act as an ac-
tive veto againstcosm ic raysorneutronscom ing from
phototubesordetectorwalls:only singlescattersfrom
the inner ducialvolum e qualify as signalevents. A
third technique,typied by the CO UPP experim ent[
51],involvesuse ofsuperheated liquids such as C F 3I
located in a transparentvessel.Thenuclearrecoilfrom
a W IM P-nucleon collision then serves as a nucleation
site,so that a bubble form s. The vesselis m onitored
visually by cam eras. Background events are typically
located close to the vesselwall,while neutron interac-
tionsarelikely tocauseseveralbubblestoform ,instead
ofjustone,asin a W IM P collision.Thistechnique al-
lowsfortheuseofvarioustargetliquids,includingthose
containing elem entssuch asuorine,which issensitive
to spin-dependentinteractions.
Thecrosssection forW IM P-nucleon collisionscan be
calculated,and in the low velocity lim itseparatesinto
a coherentspin-independentcom ponent(from scatter-
ing m ediated by scalarquarksand scalarHiggsbosons)
which scales as nuclear m ass squared, and a spin-
dependentcom ponentfrom scattering m ediated by the
Z boson orby squarks,which depends on the W IM P
and nuclearspins[29].Thescattering crosssection per
nucleon versusm W IM P servesasa gure ofm eritand
facilitates the com parison ofthe sensitivity ofvarious
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Figure 5. The spin-independentneutralino-proton scatter-
ing cross-section vsm
eZ 1
in a variety ofSUSY m odels,com -
patible with collider constraints where therm ally produced
BigBangneutralinossaturate theobserved darkm atterden-
sity.
In Fig. 5,we show the spin-independent eZ1p cross
section versusm
eZ 1
for a large num ber ofSUSY m od-
els(including m SUG RA).Every colorrepresentsa dif-
ferent m odel. For each m odel,param eters are chosen
so thatcurrentcolliderconstraintson sparticlem asses
are satised,and further,that the lightest neutralino
(assum ed to be the LSP) saturates the observed relic
abundance ofCDM .Also shown is the sensitivity of
currentexperim entstogetherwith projected sensitivity
ofproposed searchesatsuperCDM S,Xenon-100,LUX,
W ARP and at a ton-sized noble liquid detector. The
details ofthe various m odels are unim portant for our
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present purpose. The key thing to note is that while




section asym ptotesto justunder10  8 pb[47,48,52].
Pointsin thisbranch (which includestheHB/FP region
ofm SUG RA),are consistentwith (1) because eZ1 has
a signicanthiggsino com ponent. Neutralinoswith an
enhanced higgsino contentcan annihilate eciently in
the early universe via gauge interactions. M oreover,
since the spin-independent DD am plitude is m ostly
determ ined by the Higgs boson-higgsino-gaugino cou-
pling, it is large in m odels with M HDM which has
both gaugino and higgsino com ponents. Thus the en-
hanced higgsino com ponent ofM HDM increases both
theneutralino annihilation in theearly universeaswell
asthespin-independentDD rate.Theexciting thing is
thattheexperim entscurrently being deployed{such as
Xenon-100,LUX and W ARP{ willhavethesensitivity
to probethisclassofm odels.To go furtherwillrequire
ton-sizeorgreatertargetm aterial.
W e note here that if m W IM P
<
 150 G eV,then it
m ay be possible to extract the W IM P m ass by m ea-
suring theenergy spectrum oftherecoilingnucleartar-
gets[54]. Typically,oforder 100 or m ore events are
needed forsuch a determ ination to 10-20% .Forhigher
W IM P m asses,the recoilenergy spectrum varies lit-
tle,and W IM P m assextraction ism uch m oredicult.
Since the energy tranferfrom the W IM P to a nucleus
is m axim ized when the two have the sam e m ass,DD
experim ents with severaltarget nucleiranging over a
wide range of m asses would facilitate the distinction
between som ewhatlightand relatively heavy W IM Ps,
and so,potentially serve to establish the existence of
m ultiple W IM P com ponentsin ourhalo.
5.3. Indirect detection ofneutralinos
Asexplained in Sec.1,therearealso a num berofin-
directW IM P search techniquesthatattem ptto detect
the decay productsfrom W IM P annihilation ateither
the centerofthe sun,atthe galactic center,orwithin
the galactichalo.
5.3.1. N eutrino telescopes
Neutrino telescopes such as ANTARES or IceCube
can search for high energy neutrinos produced from
W IM P-W IM P annihilation into SM particles in the
core ofthe sun (orpossibly the earth). The technique
involvesdetection ofm ulti-tensofG eV m uonsproduced
by interactionswith polarice(IceCube)orocean wa-
ter(ANTARES).Them uonstravelata speedsgreater
than the speed oflightin the m edium ,thus leaving a
tell-tale signalofCerenkov lightwhich ispicked up by
arrays ofphototubes. The IceCube experim ent,cur-
rently being deployed atthesouth pole,willm onitora
cubic kilom eterofice in search of !  conversions.
Itshould befully deployed by 2011.Theexperim entis
m ainly sensitiveto m uonswith E  > 50 G eV.
In the case ofneutralinos ofSUSY,m ixed higgsino
dark m atter (M HDM ) has a large (spin-dependent)
cross-section to scatter from hydrogen nuclei via Z-
exchange and so is readily captured. Thus, in the
HB/FP region ofm SUG RA,orin otherSUSY m odels
with M HDM ,we expectobservable levelsofsignalex-
ceeding 40 events/km 2/yrwith E  > 50 G eV.Forthe
m SUG RA m odel,the IceCube signalregion is shown
beneath the m agenta contourlabelled  in Fig.6[55].
Theseresultswereobtained usingtheIsajet-DarkSUSY
interface[37]. Notice thatDD signalsare also observ-
able in m uch the sam e region (below the contour la-
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Figure 6. The projected reach of various colliders, di-
rect and indirect dark m atter search experim ents in the
m SUG RA m odel. For the indirect search results we have
adopted the conservative default DarkSUSY isotropic DM
halo density distribution. Plotis from Ref. [55].
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5.3.2. A nti-m atter from W IM P halo annihila-
tions
W IM P annihilation in thegalactichalooersadier-
entpossibility forindirectDM searches.Halo W IM Ps
annihilate equally to m atter and anti-m atter, so the
rare presence ofhigh energy anti-m atterin cosm ic ray
events { positrons e+ , anti-protons p, or even anti-
deuterons D { oerpossiblesignatures.Positronspro-
duced in W IM P annihilationsm ustoriginaterelatively
closeby,orelsethey willnd cosm icelectronsto anni-
hilateagainst,orloseenergy viabrem sstrahlung.Anti-
protonsand anti-deuteronscould originatefurtherfrom
usbecause,beingheavier,they aredeected lessand so
losem uch lessenergy.Theexpected signalratedepends
on the W IM P annihilation rate into anti-m atter,the
m odelfor the propogation ofthe anti-m atter from its
pointoforigin to theearth,and nally on theassum ed
prole ofthe dark m atterin the galactic halo.Several
possible halo density prolesare shown in Fig.7. W e
see thatwhile the localW IM P density isinferred to a
factorof 2-3(weareatabout8kpcfrom theG alactic
center),theDM density atthegalacticcenterishighly
m odel-dependentcloseto thecore.SincetheID signal
should scaleasthe squareofthe W IM P density atthe
source,positron signalswillbeuncertain by a factorof
a few with som ewhat larger uncertainty for p and D
signalsthatoriginatefurtheraway.Anti-particleprop-
agation through the notso wellknown m agnetic eld
leads to an additionaluncertainty in the predictions.
Therecently launched Pam ela space-based anti-m atter
telescopecan look fore+ orp eventswhiletheballoon-
borneG APS experim entwillbe designed to search for
anti-deuterons. Anti-m attersignalstend to be largest
in thecaseofSUSY m odelswith M HDM orwhen neu-
tralinosannihilate through the A-resonance[56].
5.3.3. G am m a rays from W IM P halo annihila-
tions
As m entioned in the Introduction, high energy
gam m a rays from W IM P annihilation oer som e ad-
vantages over the signal from charged antiparticles.
G am m a rays would point to the source, and would
degrade m uch less in energy during their journey to
us. This oers the possibility ofthe line signalfrom
eZ1 eZ1 !  processesthatoccurvia box an triangledi-
agram s.W hilethisreactionisloop-suppressed,ityields
m onoenergeticphotonswith E  ’ m W IM P,and so can
provide a m easure ofthe W IM P m ass.Anotherpossi-
bility isto look forcontinuum gam m araysfrom W IM P
annihilation tohadronswhere,forinstance,thegam m a
isthe the resultof0 decays. Since the halo W IM PS
are essentially atrest,we expecta diuse spectrum of














Figure7.Variouspredictionsforthe DM halo in the M ilky
W ay asa function ofdistance from the galactic center. The
earth islocated atr  8 kpc.
gam m a rays,butwith E  < m W IM P. Because gam m a
rayscan traverselarge distances,a good place to look
atisthegalacticcenter,wheretheW IM P density (see
Fig.7)isexpected to be very high.Unfortunately,the
density atthe core isalso very uncertain,m aking pre-
dictionsforthegam m arayuxuncertain byasm uch as
fourordersofm agnitude. Indeed,detection ofW IM P
halosignalsm ayservetoprovideinform ation aboutthe
DM distribution in ourgalaxy.
Anom alieshavebeen reported in the cosm icgam m a
ray spectrum . In one exam ple,the Egretexperim ent[
57]sees an excess ofgam m a rays with E  > 1 G eV.
Explanations for the Egret G eV anom aly range from
eZ1 eZ1 ! b
b !  with m
eZ 1
 60 G eV[58], to m is-
calibration ofthe Egretcalorim eter[59]. The G LAST
gam m a ray observatory isscheduled forlift-o in 2008
and should help resolvethisissue,aswilltheupcom ing
LHC searches[60].
5.4. G ravitino dark m atter
In gravity-m ediated SUSY breaking m odels,graviti-
nostypically haveweak scalem assesand,becausethey
only have tiny gravitationalcouplings,are usually as-
sum ed tobeirrelevantforparticlephysicsphenom enol-
ogy.Cosm ologicalconsiderations,however,lead to the
gravitino problem , wherein overproduction of graviti-
nos, followed by their late decays into SM particles,
can disruptthe successfulpredictionsofBig Bang nu-
cleosynthesis.The gravitino problem can be overcom e
by choosing an appropriate range for m ~G and a low
enough re-heat tem perature for the universe after in-
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ation[61]asillustrated in Fig.8,orby hypothesizing
that the ~G is in factthe stable LSP,and thus consti-
tutesthe DM [62].
Figure 8. An illustration of constraints from Big Bang
nucleosynthesis which require TR to be below the various
curves,for the HB/FP region ofthe m SUG RA m odelwith
m 0 = 2397 G eV,m 1=2 = 300 G eV,A 0 = 0 and tan = 30,
from K ohrietal.[61]to which we referthe reader form ore
details.
Here, we consider the consequences of a gravitino
LSP in SUG RA m odels. If gravitinos are produced
in the pre-ination epoch,then their num ber density
willbe diluted away during ination. After the uni-
verse inates,itentersa re-heating period wherein all
particlescan betherm allyproduced.However,thecou-
plingsofthegravitino areso weak thatthough graviti-
noscan beproduced by theparticlesthatdo partakeof
therm alequilibrium ,gravitinosthem selvesneverattain
therm alequilibrium :indeed theirdensity isso low that
gravitinoannihilation processescan beneglected in the
calculation oftheirrelic density. The therm alproduc-
tion (TP)ofgravitinosin the early universe has been
calculated,and includingEW contributions,isgiven by
















whereTR isthe re-heattem perature.
G ravitinos can also be produced by decay of the
next-to-lightestSUSY particle,the NLSP.In the case
ofa long-lived neutralino NLSP,the neutralinos will
be produced as usualwith a therm alrelic abundance
in the early universe. Later,they willeach decay as
















The ~G from NLSP decay m ay constitute warm /hot
dark m atterdepending in the eZ1   ~G m assgap,while
the therm ally produced ~G willbe CDM [26].
The lifetim e forneutralino decay to the photon and
a gravitino isgiven by [64],





























thewinoand binocom ponentsofthe eZ1[28],M P isthe
reduced Planck m ass,and r = m ~G =m eZ 1
. Sim ilar for-
m ulae (with dierentm ixing angle and r-dependence)
hold for decays to the gravitino plus a Z or h boson.
W e see that{ exceptwhen the gravitino isvery m uch
lighterthan theneutralinoasm aybethecasein G M SB
m odels with a low SUSY breaking scale { the NLSP
decays wellafter Big Bang nucleosynthesis. Such de-
cayswould injecthigh energy gam m asand/orhadrons
into thecosm icsoup post-nucleosynthesis,which could
break up thenuclei,thusconictingwith thesuccessful
BBN predictionsofBig Bang cosm ology.Forthisrea-
son,gravitinoLSP scenariosusually favorastau NLSP,
sincetheBBN constraintsin thiscasearem uch weaker.
Finally,we rem ark here upon the interesting inter-
play ofbaryogenesisvia leptogenesiswith thenatureof
theLSP and NLSP.Forsuccessfultherm alleptogenesis
to take place,it is found thatthe reheattem perature
ofthe universem ustexceed  1010 G eV[65].Ifthisis
so,then gravitinoswould beproduced therm ally with a
hugeabundance,and then decay late,destroying BBN
predictions.Forthisreason,som eadherentsofleptoge-
nesistend to favorscenarioswith a gravitino LSP,but
with a stau NLSP[66].
5.5. A xino dark m atter
Ifwe adoptthe M SSM asthe eective theory below
M G U T ,and then seek to solve the strong C P problem
via the Peccei-Q uinn solution [13],we m ustintroduce
not only an axion but also a spin-1
2
axino ~a into the
theory. The axino m ass is found to be in the range
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ofkeV-G eV[67],butitscoupling issuppressed by the
Peccei-Q uinn breaking scalefa,which isusually taken
to beoforder109  1012 G eV:thus,theaxino interacts
m ore weakly than a W IM P,but not as weakly as a
gravitino. The axino can be an com pelling choice for
DM in the universe[68].
Likethegravitino,theaxinowilllikelynotbein ther-
m alequilibrium in the early universe,but can stillbe
produced therm ally via particle scattering. The ther-





















wherefa isthePQ scale,N isa m odel-dependentcolor
anom aly factorthatentersonly asfa=N ,and gs isthe
strong coupling atthe reheating scale.
Also like the gravitino,the axino can be produced
non-therm ally by NLSP decays,wheretheNLSP abun-













In this case, the therm ally produced axinos will be
CDM for m ~a
>
 0:1 M eV[68],while the axinos pro-
duced in NLSP decay willconstitute hot/warm DM [
26]. Since the PQ scale isconsiderably lowerthan the
Planck scale,the lifetim e fordecayssuch as eZ1 ! ~a
areoforder 0:03sec{wellbeforeBBN.Thus,theax-
inoDM scenarioism uch lessconstrained than gravitino
DM .
NotealsothatifaxinosaretheCDM oftheuniverse,
then m odelswith very large

eZ 1
h2  100  1000can be
readily accom m odated,since there isa huge reduction
in relic density upon eZ1 decay to the axino.Thispos-
sibility occurs in m odels with m ulti-TeV scalars (and
hence a m ulti-TeV gravitino) and a bino-like eZ1. In
thiscasewith very largem ~G thereisno gravitinoprob-
lem aslong asthere-heattem peratureTR  10
6   108
G eV.ThisrangeofTR isalso whatisneeded to obtain
successfulnon-therm alleptongenesis (involving heavy
neutrino N production via inaton decay)[70]along
with the correctabundance ofaxino dark m atter[71].
A scenario along these lineshasbeen proposed[72]to
reconcile Yukawa-unied SUSY m odels,which usually
predicta vastover-abundance ofneutralino DM ,with
the m easured relicdensity.
6. SU SY D M at the LH C
6.1. Sparticle production at the LH C
Direct production ofneutralino dark m atter at the
LHC (pp ! eZ1 eZ1X , where X stands for assorted
hadronic debris) is oflittle interest since the high pT
nalstateparticlesallescapethedetector,and thereis
littleifanything to triggeran eventrecord.Detectable
eventscom e from the production ofthe heaviersuper-
partners,which in turn decay via a m ulti-step cascade
which endsin the stableLSP.
In m any m odels, the strongly interacting squarks
and/or gluinos are am ong the heaviest states. Unless
these are extrem ely heavy,these willhave large pro-
duction cross sections at the LHC.Strong interaction
production m echanism sfortheirproduction include,1.
gluinopairproduction ~g~g,2.squark pairproduction ~q~q
and 3. squark-gluino associated production ~q~g. Note
herethatthereactionsinvolvingsquarksincludeahuge
num berofsubprocessreactionsto coverthe m any a-
vors,types(left-and right-),and also theanti-squarks.
Thevariouspossibilitieseach havedierentangularde-
pendencein theproduction crosssections[73],and the
dierentavors/typesofsquarkseach havedierentde-
cay m odes[74]. These allhave to be kepttrack ofin
order to obtain a reliable picture ofthe im plications
ofSUSY in the LHC detector environm ent. Squarks
and gluinos can also be produced in association with
charginosand neutralinos[75]. Associated gluino pro-
duction occursvia squark exchangein the toru chan-
nelsand issuppressed ifsquarksarevery heavy.
Ifcolored sparticlesarevery heavy,then electroweak
production of charginos and neutralinos m ay be the
dom inantsparticleproduction m echanism attheLHC.






where i;j = 1;2, and chargino-
neutralino production,fW 
i
eZj,with i= 1;2 and j =
1  4.In m odelswith unied G UT scalegauginom asses
and largejj,Z fW 1fW 1 and W eZ2fW 1 couplingsarelarge
so that fW 1fW 1 and fW 1 eZ2 production occurs atsignif-
icant rates. The latter process can lead to the gold-
plated trilepton signatureatthe LHC[76].Neutralino
pair production (pp ! eZieZjX where i;j = 1   4) is
also possible. Thisreaction occursatlow ratesatthe
LHC unlessjj’ M 1;2 (asin the case ofM HDM ).Fi-
nally,we m ention slepton pair production: ~‘+ ~‘  , ~‘~‘
and ~‘~‘,which can give detectable dilepton signalsif
m ~‘
<
 300 G eV[77].
In Fig.9 we show varioussparticleproduction cross
sectionsatthe LHC asa function ofm ~g.Strong inter-
action production m echanism s dom inate at low m ass,
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while electroweak processes dom inate at high m ass.
Theassociated production m echanism sareneverdom -
inant.The expected LHC integrated lum inosity in the
rstyearofrunning isexpected to bearound 0.1 fb  1,
while severaltens of fb  1 of data is expected to be
recorded in the rst severalyears ofoperation. The
ultim ate goalis to accum ulate around 500-1000 fb  1,
correpondingto105  106 SUSY eventsform ~g  1TeV.
Figure9.Crosssectionsforproduction ofvarioussparticles
atthe LHC.G augino m ass unication is assum ed.
6.2. Sparticle cascade decays
In R-parity conserving m odels, sparticles decay to
lightersparticlesuntilthedecay term inatesin theLSP[
74]. Frequently, the direct decay to the LSP is ei-
ther forbidden or occurs with only a sm allbranching
fraction.Sincegravitationalinteractionsarenegligible,
gluinoscan only decay via ~g ! q~q,where the q and ~q
can be ofany avorortype.Iftwo body decay m odes
are closed,the squark willbe virtual,and the gluino
willdecay via three body m odes ~g ! qqeZi; qq
0fW j. If
squarks are degenerate, and Yukawa coupling eects
negligible,three-body decaysto the wino-likechargino
and neutralino usually have largerbranching fractions
on accountofthe largergauge coupling. Ifjj< M 2,
gluinos and squarksm ay thus decay m ostofthe tim e
to the heavier charginos and neutralinos,resulting in
lengthy cascadedecay chainsattheLHC.
Squarks decay always to two-body m odes: ~q ! q~g
if it is kinem atically allowed, or ~qL ! q
0fW i; qeZj,
while ~qR ! qeZj only,since right-squarksdo not cou-
ple to charginos. Sleptons do not have strong inter-
actionsso cannotdecay to gluinos. Theirelectroweak
decays are sim ilar to corresponding decays ofsquarks
~‘L ! ‘
0fW i;‘eZj while ~‘R ! ‘eZj only.
Charginos m ay decay via two-body m odes: fW i !
W eZj;
~‘‘; ‘~‘; Z fW j oreven to fW j orH
  eZj,where
 = h;H ;A. Iftwo-body m odesare inaccessible,then
three-body decays dom inate: fW i ! eZjf f
0, where f
and f0 are SM ferm ions which couple to the W . Fre-
quently,the decay am plitude isdom inated by the vir-
tualW so thatthe three-body decaysoffW 1 have the
sam e branching fractions as those of the W . Neu-
tralinos decay via eZi ! W fW j; H
+ fW j; Z eZj;  eZj or
f ~f. If two body neutralino decays are closed, then
eZi ! eZjf
f,where f are the SM ferm ions. In som e
m odels, the branching fraction for radiative decays
eZi ! eZj (thatonly occursatthe one-loop level)m ay
be signicant[78]. The cascade decay m odes ofneu-
tralinosdepend sensitively on m odelparam eters[79].
Iftan islarge,then band  Yukawacouplingeects
becom e im portant,enhancing three body decaysof~g,
fW i and eZj to third generation ferm ions[80]. Forvery
large values oftan these decays can even dom inate,
resulting in largeratesforb-jetand -jetproduction in
SUSY events[81].
Finally,the various Higgs bosons can be produced
both directly and via sparticle cascades at the LHC[
82].Indeed,itm ay bepossiblethath isrstdiscovered
in SUSY eventsbecausein a sam pleofeventsenriched
forSUSY,itispossible to identify h via itsdom inant
h ! bb decaysratherthan via itssub-dom inantdecay
m odes,asrequired forconventionalsearches[82]. The
heavierHiggsbosonsdecay to a variety ofSM m odes,
but also to SUSY particles ifthese latter decays are
kinem atically allowed,leading to novelsignaturessuch
asH ; A ! eZ2 eZ2 ! 4‘+ E
m iss
T [83].
Thecascadedecaysterm inatein theLSP.In thecase
ofa eZ1 LSP,the eZ1 isa DM candidate,and leavesits
im printvia E m issT . In the case ofa weak scale
~G or ~a
LSP,then eZ1 willdecay as discussed above. In these
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cases,the eZ1 lifetim eislong enough thatitdecaysout-
side the detector, so one stillexpects large E m issT in
the colliderevents.An exception arisesforthe case of
super-light gravitinos (with m asses in the eV to keV
range) that are possible in G M SB m odels: see (5).
Then,thedecay m ay takeplaceinsideinsidethedetec-
tor,possibly with a large vertex separation. Itis also
possiblethatthe NLSP ischarged and quasi-stable,in
which case collidereventsm ay include highly ionizing
tracksinstead of,orin addition to,E m issT .
The decay branching fractionsdepend on the entire
spectrum ofSUSY particle m asses and their m ixings.
They arepre-program m ed in severalcodes:Isajet[40],
SDECAY[84]and Spheno[85].
6.3. Event generation for LH C
O nce sparticle production cross sections and decay
branching fractionshavebeen com puted,itisusefulto
em bed theseinto eventgeneratorprogram sto sim ulate
whatSUSY collidereventswilllook likeatLHC.There
areseveralstepsinvolved:
 Calculate allsparticle pair production crosssec-
tions. O nce all initial and nal states are ac-
counted for,this involves over a thousand indi-
vidualsubprocessreactions.In eventgeneration,




allthe allowed m odesin proportion to the corre-
sponding branching fractions.
 Initialand nalstate quark and gluon radiation
are usually dealt with using the parton shower
(PS) algorithm , which allows for probabilistic
parton em ission based on approxim ate collinear
Q CD em ission m atrix elem ents,but exact kine-
m atics.ThePS isalso applied ateach step ofthe
cascade decays,which m ay lead to additionaljet
production in SUSY colliderevents.
 A hadronization algorithm provides a m odelfor
turning various quarks and gluons into m esons
and baryons. Unstable hadronsm ustbe further
decayed.
 The beam rem nants { proton constituents not
takingpartin thehard scattering{m ustbeshow-
ered and hadronized,usuallywith an independent
algorithm ,so that energy deposition in the for-
ward detectorregion m ay be reliably calculated.
Atthisstage,the outputofan eventgeneratorpro-
gram isa listing ofparticle typesand theirassociated
four-vectors.Theresultingeventcan then beinterfaced
with detector sim ulation program sto m odelwhatthe
actualeventscontaining DM willlook like in the envi-
ronm entofa colliderdetector.
Severalprogram sareavailable,including Isajet[40],
Pythia[86]and Herwig[87]. O ther program ssuch as
M adevent[88],Com pHEP/CalcHEP[89]and W hizard[
90] can generate various 2 ! n processes including
SUSY particles. The output ofthese program s m ay
then be used as input to Pythia or Herwig for show-
ering and hadronization. Likewise,parton levelIsajet
SUSY production followed by cascadedecayscan bein-
put to Pythia and Herwig via the Les Houches Event
form at[91].
6.4. Signatures for sparticle production
Unless colored sparticles are very heavy,the SUSY
eventsatthe LHC m ainly resultin gluino and squark
production,followed by theirpossibly lengthy cascade
decays.These events,therefore,typically contain very
hard jets(from theprim ary decay ofthesquark and/or
gluino)togetherwith otherjetsand isolated electrons,
m uons and taus (identied as narrow one-and three-
prong jets),and som etim esalso photons,from the de-
caysofsecondarycharginosand neutralinos,alongwith
E m issT that arises from the escaping dark m atter par-
ticles (as wellas from neutrinos). In m odels with a
superlightgravitino,there m ay also be additionaliso-
lated photons, leptons or jets from the decay of the
NLSP.The relative ratesforvariousn-jet+ m -lepton
+ k-photon + E m issT eventtopologiesissensitive to the
m odelaswellastotheparam etervalues,and soprovide
a usefulhandle forphenom enologicalanalyses.
W ithin theSM ,thephysicsbackground totheclassic
jets+ E m issT signalcom esfrom neutrinosescaping the
detector. Thus,the dom inant SM backgrounds com e
from W + jets and Z + jets production, tt produc-
tion,Q CD m ultijetproduction (includingbband ccpro-
duction),W W ; W Z; ZZ production plusa variety of
2 ! n processeswhich arenotusually included in event
generators. These latterwould include processessuch
astttt,ttbb,ttW ,W W W ,W W Z production,etc.De-
cays ofelectroweak gauge bosons and the t-quark are
the m ain sourceofisolated leptonsin the SM .Various
additionaleects{uninstrum ented regions,energy m is-
m easurem ent,cosm ic rays,beam -gas events{ can also
lead to E m issT events.
In contrasttotheSM ,SUSY eventsnaturallytend to
have large jet m ultiplicities and frequently an observ-
able rate forhigh m ultiplicity lepton eventswith large
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E m issT .Thus,ifoneplotssignaland background versus
m ultiplicity ofany ofthesequantities,asonestepsout
to largem ultiplicity,theexpected SUSY eventsshould
increase in im portance, and even dom inate the high
m ultiplicity channelsin som e cases. This is especially
trueofisolated m ulti-lepton signatures,and in factitis
convenientto classify SUSY signalaccording to lepton
m ultiplicity[92]:
 zero lepton + jets+ Em issT events,
 onelepton + jets+ Em issT events,
 two opposite sign leptons + jets+ Em issT events
(O S),
{ sam e-avor(O SSF),
{ dierentavor(O SDF),
 two sam esign leptons+ jets+ Em issT events(SS),
 threeleptons+ jets+ Em issT events(3‘),
 four(orm ore)leptons+ jets+ Em issT events(4‘).
6.5. LH C reach for SU SY
Eventgenerators,togetherwith detectorsim ulation
program s can be used to project the SUSY discovery
reach oftheLHC.G iven a specicm odel,onem ay rst
generate a grid ofpoints that sam ples the param eter
(sub)spacewheresignalsratesareexpected to vary sig-
nicantly.A largenum berofSUSY collidereventscan
then begenerated atevery pointon thegrid alongwith
the variousSM backgroundsto the SUSY signalm en-
tioned above.Next,thesesignaland backgroundevents
arepassed through a detectorsim ulation program and
ajet-ndingalgorithm isim plem ented todeterm inethe
num berofjetspereventabovesom eE T (jet)threshold
(usually taken tobeE T (jet)> 50  100G eV forLHC).
Finally,analysiscutsareim posed which aredesigned to
rejectm ainly SM BG whileretaining thesignal.These
cutsm ay includeboth topologicaland kinem aticselec-
tion criteria. For observability with an assum ed inte-
grated lum inosity,werequirethatthesignalexceed the
chance 5 standard deviation upward uctuation ofthe





ergy release dem and hard cutsto optim ize signalover
background.
In Fig.10,weillustrate the SUSY reach ofthe LHC
within the m SUG RA m odel assum ing an integrated
lum inosity of 100 fb  1. W e show the result in the
m 0  m1=2 plane,taking A 0 = 0,tan = 10 and  > 0.
The signalisobservable overbackground in the corre-
sponding topology below the corresponding curve.W e
note the following.
1.Unless sparticles are very heavy,there is an ob-
servable signalin severaldierent event topolo-
gies. This willhelp add condence that one is
actually seeing new physics,and m ay help to sort
outthe production and decay m echanism s.
2.The reach at low m 0 extends to m 1=2 
1400 G eV.Thiscorrespondsto a reach form ~q 
m ~g  3:1 TeV.
3.Atlargem 0,squarksand sleptonsarein the4  5
TeV range,and are too heavy to be produced at
signicant rates at LHC.Here,the reach com es
m ainly from justgluino pairproduction. In this
range,the LHC reach isup to m 1=2  700 G eV,
correspondingto a reach in m ~g ofabout1.8 TeV,
and m ay be extended by  15-20% by b-jettag-
ging[93].
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Figure 10. The 100 fb  1 fb reach of LHC for SUSY in
the m SUG RA m odel. For each eventtopology,the signalis
observable below the corresponding contour.
In Fig.6 wecan seea com parison ofthe LHC reach
(notice thatitisinsensitiveto tan and sign())with
thatoftheTevatron (forclean 3‘eventswith 10 fb  1),
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and the proposed e+ e  InternationalLinear Collider
(ILC),with
p
s= 0:5 or1 TeV along with variousdark
m atter DD and ID search experim ents. W e rem ark
that:
 W hileLHC can coverm ostoftherelicdensity al-
lowed region,the HB/FP region em ergesfarbe-
yond the LHC reach.
 As already noted, the DD and ID experim ents
havethegreatestsensitivity in theHB/FP region
wheretheneutralinoisM HDM .In thissense,DD
and ID experim entscom plem entLHC searchesfor
SUSY.
 TheILC reach iseverywherelowerthan LHC,ex-
cept in the HB/FP region. In this region,while
gluinosand squarkscan be extrem ely heavy,the
 param eterissm all,leading to a relatively light
spectrum of charginos and neutralinos. These
are not detectable at the LHC because the vis-
ible decay productsare too soft. However,since
chargino pair production is detectable at ILC
even ifthe energy release in chargino decays is
sm all,theILC reach extendsbeyond LHC in this
region[94].
Finally,we note here that while the results presented
above are forthe LHC reach in the m SUG RA m odel,
theLHC reach (m easured in term sofm ~g and m ~q)tends
to be relatively insensitive to the details ofthe m odel
chosen,as long as gluino and squark production fol-
lowed by cascadedecaysto the DM particleoccur.
6.6. Early discovery of SU SY at LH C w ithout
E m issT
Recently,ithasbeen pointed outthataSUSY search
using thetraditionaljets+ E m issT signaturem ay notbe
possible for a while after start-up due to various de-
tectorcalibration issues. In this case,itis possible to
abandon usingtheE m issT cut,and instead requireahigh
m ultiplicity ofisolated leptons: SS,O SSF,O SDF,3‘.
The high lepton m ultiplicity requirem ent severely re-
ducesSM background while m aintaining large enough
signalrates. In Ref. [95],itisclaim ed an LHC reach
ofm ~g  750 G eV ispossiblewith just0:1 fb
  1 ofinte-
grated lum inosity,withoutusing an E m issT cut.
6.7. D eterm ination ofsparticle properties
O nce a putative signalfor new physics em erges at
LHC, the next step is to establish its origin. This
willentaildetailed m easurem entsofcrosssectionsand
distributions in various event topologies to gain in-
sight into the identity ofthe new particles being pro-
duced,their m asses,decay patterns,spins,couplings
(gauge quantum num bers) and ultim ately m ixing an-
gles. These m easurem ents are not straightforward
in the LHC environm ent because ofnum erous possi-
ble SUSY production reactions occurring sim ultane-
ously,aplethoraofsparticlecascadedecaypossibilities,
hadronicdebrisfrom initialstate radiation and lack of
invariant m ass reconstruction due to the presence of
E m issT . Allthese lead to am biguitiesand com binatoric
problem sin reconstructing exactly whatsortofsignal
reactionsaretaking place.In contrast,attheILC,the
initalstate is sim ple,the beam energy is tunable and
beam polarization can be used to select out specic
processes.
W hileitseem sclearthattheILC isbettersuited for
a system atic program ofprecision sparticle m easure-
m ents,studieshaveshown (albeitin specialcases)that
interesting m easurem entsarealso possibleattheLHC.
W e go into just a subset of alldetails here in order
to give the reader an idea ofsom e ofthe possibilities
suggested in the literature.
O nesuggested startingpointisthedistribution ofef-
fectivem assM e = E
m iss
T + E T (j1)+ E T (j2)+ E T (j3)+
E T (j4) in the inclusive SUSY sam ple,which sets the
approxim atem assscaleM SU SY  m in(m~g;m ~q)forthe
strongly interacting sparticlesarebeing produced[96],
and providesa m easureofM SU SY to 10-15% .
M ore detailed inform ation on sparticle m asses m ay
be accessed by studying specic eventtopologies. For
instance,the m assofdileptonsfrom eZ2 ! ‘





(thisbound iseven m ore
restrictiveifeZ2 decaysviaan on-shellslepton)[97].W e
therefore expect an O SSF invariantm ass distribution




(or below) in any
sam ple ofSUSY eventsso long asthe \spoiler" decay
m odes eZ2 ! eZ1Z or eZ1h are closed. Contam ination
from chargino production can be statistically rem oved
by subtracting outthedistribution ofO SDF dileptons.
In M HDM m odels,there m ay be m ore than one visi-
blem assedgebecausethe eZ3 m ay also beaccessiblein
cascadedecays.
In the happy circum stance where production of
gluinos or a single type of squark is dom inant, fol-
lowed by a string oftwo-body decays,then furtherin-
variant m ass edges are possible. O ne exam ple com es
from ~g ! b
~b1 ! bbeZ2 ! bb‘‘eZ1;then one can try to
com bine a b-jet with the dilepton pair to reconstruct
thesquark-neutralinom assedge:m (b‘‘)< m ~b1   meZ 1
.
Next,com bining with anotherb-jetcan yield a gluino-
neutralino edge:m (bb‘‘)< m ~g   meZ 1
.Thereconstruc-
tion ofsuch a decay chain m ay be possible as shown
in Ref.[96],whereothersequencesoftwo-body decays
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arealso exam ined.In practice,such fortuitouscircum -
stancesm aynotexist,and therearem anycom binatoric
issuesto overcom easwell.A dierentstudy[98]shows
thatend-pointm easurem entsatthe LHC willm ake it
possibleto accessthem assdierencebetween theLSP
and the stau in a m SUG RA scenario where the stau
co-annihilation m echanism isoperative.
These end-point m easurem ents generally give m ass
dierences, not m asses. However, by an analysis of
the decay chain ~qL ! qeZ2 ! q~‘
 ‘ ! q‘ ‘ eZ1,it
hasbeen argued[99]thatreconstruction ofm assesm ay
be possible underfortuituouscircum stances. M ore re-
cently,it has been suggested that it m ay be possible
to directly accessthegluino and/orsquark m asses(not
m ass dierences) via the introduction ofthe so-called
m T 2 variable.W ewillreferthereaderto theliterature
fordetails[100].
M assm easurem entsallow usto check consistency of
specic SUSY m odels with a handfulof param eters,
and togetherwith otherm easurem entscan readily ex-
cludesuch m odels.Butthesearenottheonly interest-
ing m easurem entsattheLHC.Ithasbeen shown that
ifthe NLSP ofG M SB m odelsdecaysinto a superlight
gravitino,itm ay be possible to determ ine itslifetim e,
and hence the gravitino m ass atthe LHC[101]. This
willthen allow onetoinfertheunderlyingSUSY break-
ingscale,ascaleatleastasim portantastheweakscale!
A recentstudy[102]suggeststhatthisispossibleeven
when the the decay length ofthe NLSP is too short
to be m easured.W hile linearcolliderexperim entswill
ultim ately allow the precision m easurem ents that will
directly determ ine the new physicsto be softly broken
supersym m etry[103],itwillbeexciting to analyzereal
LHC datathatwillsoon beavailabletounravelm anyof
the specic detailsabouthow (orif)SUSY isactually
im plem ented in nature.
6.8. M easuring D M propertiesatLH C and ILC
SUSY discovery willundoubtedly be followed by a
program (as outlined in Sec.6.7) to reconstructspar-
ticle properties. W hat willwe be able to say about
dark m atter in light of these m easurem ents? Such
a study was m ade by Baltz et al.[ 104] where four
m SUG RA case study points (one each in the bulk re-
gion,the HB/FP region,the stau coanihilation region
and the A-funnelregion)were exam ined forthe preci-
sion with which m easurem ents ofsparticle properties
that could be m ade at LHC,and also at a
p
s = 0:5
and 1 TeV e+ e  collider. They then adopted a 24-
param eter version of the M SSM and t its param e-
tersto these projected m easurem ents. The m odelwas
then used topredictseveralquantitiesrelevanttoastro-




h2,the spin-independent neutralino-nucleon scat-
tering crosssection SI(eZ1p),and theneutralino anni-
hilation crosssection tim esrelativevelocity,in thelim it
that v ! 0: hvijv! 0. The last quantity is the cru-
cialparticlephysicsinputforestim atingsignalstrength
from neutralino annihilation to anti-m atterorgam m as
in thegalactichalo.W hatthisyieldsthen isa collider
m easurem entofthese key dark m atterquantities.
As an illustration,we show in Fig. 11 (taken from
Ref. [ 104]) the precision with which the neutralino
relicdensityisconstrained bycolliderm easurem entsfor
the LCC2 point which is in the HB/FP region ofthe
m SUG RA m odel. M easurem ents at the LHC cannot
x the LSP com position,and so unable to resolve the
degeneracy between a wino-LSP solution (which gives
a tiny relicdensity)and thetruesolution with M HDM .
Determ inationsofcharginoproduction crosssectionsat
theILC can easily resolvethedierence.Itisnonethe-
lessstriking thatup to thisdegeneracy am biguity,ex-
perim ents at the LHC can pin down the relic density
to within  50% (a rem arkableresult,given thatthere
are sensible m odels where the predicted relic density
m ay dierby ordersofm agnitude!). Thisim provesto
10-20% ifwecan com bineLHC and ILC m easurem ents.
Figure11.Determ ination ofneutralino relicabundance via
m easurem ents atthe LHC and ILC,taken from Ref.[104].
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Thiscolliderdeterm ination oftherelicdensityisvery
im portant.Ifitagreeswith the cosm ologicalm easure-
m entitwouldestablishthattheDM isdom inantlyther-
m alneutralinos from the Big Bang. Ifthe neutralino
relicdensity from collidersfallssignicantly below (1),
it would provide direct evidence for m ulti-com ponent
DM { perhapsneutralinosplusaxionsorotherexotica.




h2,itcould pointto a long-lived but
unstableneutralino and/ornon-therm alDM .
The collider determ ination of m odel param eters
would also pin down the neutralino-nucleon scattering
cross section. Then ifa W IM P signalis actually ob-
served in DD experim ents,onem ightbeableto deter-
m inethelocalDM density ofneutralinosand aspectsof
theirvelocity distribution based on theDD signalrate.
Thisdensity should agree with thatobtained from as-
trophysicsifthe DM in ourG alaxy is com prised only
ofneutralinos.
Finally,a collider determ ination ofhvijv! 0 would
elim inate uncertainty on the particle physics side of
projectionsforany ID signalfrom annihilation ofneu-
tralinosin thegalactichalo.Thus,theobservation ofa
gam m a ray and/oranti-m atter signalfrom neutralino
halo annihilationswould facilitatethedeterm ination of
the galactichalo dark m atterdensity distribution.
7. Som e non-SU SY W IM P s at the LH C
7.1. B 1 state from universalextra dim ensions
M odels with UniversalExtra Dim ensions,or UED,
areinterestingconstructswhich provideafoilforSUSY
search analyses[18].In the5-D UED theory,oneposits
that the elds ofthe SM actually live in a 5-D brane
world.Theextra dim ension is\universal" sinceallthe
SM particles propagate in the 5-D bulk. The single
extra dim ension is assum ed to be com pactied on a
S1=Z2 orbifold (line segm ent). Aftercom pactication,
the 4-D eective theory includes the usualSM parti-
cles, together with an innite tower of K aluza-K lein
(K K ) excitations. The m asses ofthe excitations de-
pend on theradiusofthe com pactied dim ension,and
the rst (n = 1) K K excitations can be taken to be
oforder the weak scale. In these theories,K K -parity
(  1)n can be a conserved quantum num ber. If this
so-called K K -parity isexact,then the lightestodd K K
parity statewillbestableand can bea DM candidate.
Attree-level,alltheK K excitationsin a given levelare
essentially degenerate.Radiativecorrectionsbreak the
degeneracy,leaving colored excitationsasthe heaviest
excited statesand the n = 1 K K excitation ofthe SM
U (1)Y gauge boson B
1
 as the lightest[105]K K odd
state:in theUED case,therefore,theDM particlehas
spin-1. The splitting caused by the radiative correc-
tionsisalso essentialto assesshow theK K excitations
decay,and hencearecrucialforcolliderphenom enology
[106].
Therelicdensity ofB 1 particleshasbeen com puted,
and found tobecom patiblewith observation forcertain
m assrangesofB 1[107].Also,in UED,thecolored ex-
citations can be produced with large crosssections at
theLHC,and decay via a cascadeto theB 1 nalstate.
Thus,thecollidersignaturesaresom ewhatrem iniscent
ofSUSY,and itisinteresting to ask whetheritispos-
sible to distinguish a jets+ leptons+ E m issT signalin
UED from thatin SUSY.Severalstudies[108]answer
arm atively,and in factprovidestrong m otivation for
them easurem entofthespinsoftheproduced new par-
ticles[109]. UED DM generally leads to a large rate
in IceCube,and m ay also give an observable signalin
anti-protonsand possiblyalsoin photonsand positrons[
18,110].DD isalso possiblebuttheSIcrosssection is
typically sm allerthan 10  9 pb.
7.2. Little H iggs m odels
Little Higgs m odels [19,22]provide an alternative
m ethod com pared to SUSY to evadethequadraticsen-
sitivity ofthe scalarHiggssectorto ultra-violet(UV)
physics.In thisfram ework,theHiggsbosonisapseudo-
G oldstoneboson ofaspontaneouslybroken globalsym -
m etry that is not com pletely broken by any one cou-
pling,but is broken when allcouplings are included.
Thisthen im pliesthatthere isquadraticsensitivity to
UV physics,butonly atthe m ulti-loop level. Specic
m odels where the quadratic sensitivity enters at the
two-loop levelshould,therefore,beregarded aslow en-
ergy eective theoriesvalid up to a scale   10 TeV,
at which a currently unknown,and perhaps strongly-
coupled UV com pletion of the theory is assum ed to
exist. M odels that realize this idea require new TeV-
scale degrees offreedom that can be searched for at
the LHC:new gauge bosons,a heavy top-like quark,
and new spin-zero particles,allwith couplings to the
SM .These m odels,however,run into phenom enologi-
caldicultieswith precision EW constraints,unlessa
discrete sym m etry{ dubbed T-parity[20]{ isincluded.
SM particlesare then T-even,while the new particles
areT-odd.
W e will set aside the issue (m entioned earlier) of
whether T-parity conservation is violated by anom a-
lies[23],and assum e thata conserved T-parity can be
introduced[24].In thiscase,thelightestT-odd particle
A H {theLittleHiggspartnerofthehyperchargegauge
boson with asm alladm ixtureoftheneutralW 3H boson
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{ is stable and yields the observed am ountofDM for
a reasonable range ofm odelparam eters[110]. In this
case,the DM particle has spin-1,though other cases
with eithera spin-1
2
orspin-0 heavy particle m ay also
be possible. A H can either annihilate with itselfinto
vector boson pairs or ttpairs via s-channelHiggs ex-
change,orinto top pairsvia exchangeofthe heavy T-
odd quark in the t-channel. Co-annihilation m ay also
be possible ifthe heavy quark and A H are suciently
close in m ass. Signals at the LHC[111]m ainly com e
from pairproduction ofheavy quarks,and from single
production oftheheavy quark in association with A H .
These lead to low jet m ultiplicity events plus E m issT .
TheE m issT com esfrom theescaping A H particle,which
m ustbe the endpointofallT-odd particle decays.3 If
A H isthedom inantcom ponentofgalacticDM ,wewill
generally expect sm allDD and ID ratesfor m uch the
sam e reasonsthatthe signalsfrom the bino LSP tend
tobesm all[110]:see,however,Ref.[112]foradierent
m odelwith largedirectdetection rate.
8. O utlook
The union ofparticle physics,astrophysicsand cos-
m ology hasreached an unprecedented stage.Today we
are certain thatthe bulk ofthe m atterin the universe
is non-lum inous,not m ade ofany ofthe known par-
ticles, but instead m ade ofone or m ore new physics
particlesthatdo notappearin theSM .And though we
know justhow m uch ofthisunknown dark m atterthere
is,we have no idea whatit is. Today,m any theoreti-
calspeculationswhich seek to answerone ofthe m ost
pressingparticlephysicspuzzles,\W hatistheorigin of
EW SB and how can we em bed thisinto a unied the-
ory ofparticle interactions?" autom atically also point
to a resolution ofthis75 yearold puzzleasto whatthe
dom inantm attercom ponentofouruniversem ightbe.
Particle physicists have m ade m any provocative sug-
gestionsfortheorigin ofDM ,includingsupersym m etry
and extraspatialdim ensions,ideasthatwillcom pletely
changethescienticparadigm ifthey proveto beright.
Theexciting thing isthatm any ofthesespeculations
willbe directly tested by a variety ofparticle physics
experim ents along with astrophysicaland cosm ologi-
calsearches.The LargeHadron Collider,scheduled to
com m ence operation in 2008,willdirectly study parti-
cle interactionsata scale of1 TeV where new m atter
3W e note here thatitisalso possible to constructso-called twin-
H iggs m odels[113]where the H iggs sector is stabilized via new
particles that couple to the SM H iggs doublet,but are singlets
under the SM gauge group. In this case, there would be no
obvious new physics signalsat the LH C.
statesare anticated to existforsound theoreticalrea-
sons.Thesenew statesm ay wellbeconnected theDM
sector,and so in this way the LHC can m ake crucial
contributions to notonly particle physics,but also to
cosm ology.
Any discovery at LHC ofnew particles at the TeV
scale willm ake a com pelling case forthe construction
ofa lepton colliderto study thepropertiesofthesepar-
ticlesin detailand to elucidatetheunderlying physics.
Com plem entary to the LHC, there are a variety of
searchesforsignalsfrom relicdark m atterparticlesei-
therlocally ordispersed throughoutthe galactic halo.
The truly unprecedented thing about this program is
that ifour ideas connecting DM and the question of
EW SB are correct,m easurem entsofthe propertiesof
new particles produced at the LHC (possibly com ple-
m ented by m easurem entsatan electron-positron linear
collider)m ay allow usto independently inferjusthow
m uch DM there is in the universe,and quantitatively
predictwhatothersearchesforDM should nd.4
Particle physics, cosm ology and astrophysics are
rapidly obliterating theirboundariesand m erging into
asinglediscipline.TheCDM m odelthathasem erged
posits that 70% ofthe energy budget ofthe Universe
is contained in so-called dark energy,weird stu with
negativepressurethatiscom pletely dierentfrom any-
thing that we have ever encountered! Thus,not only
aretheparticleswearem adeofa sm allfraction ofthe
totalm atter content ofthe Universe,m ost ofthe en-
ergyoftheuniverseappearstobein non-m aterialdark-
energy,extending even further the Copernican princi-
ple.5 ThisCDM fram ework isbeing incisively probed
by observation,and m ay possibly need m odication.
The nature ofdark energy is a com pletely open ques-
tion. Experim ents over the next decade or two will,
we expect,revealthe identity ofdark m atter and,we
hope, willprovide clues as to the origin of dark en-
ergy. This unprecendented synthesis ofthe physics of
both the largestand sm allest scales observable in na-
ture should m akethe nexttwenty yearsvery exciting!
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4These studies have only just begun, and have only been car-
ried out in the context of supersym etry, which unlike extra-
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up to very high energy.
5O ur colleagues who subscribe to the m ultiverse view carry this
yet further, suggesting that our U niverse is just one of m any.
U nlike forthe ideas discussed here,we are not aware ofpossible
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